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Buzz



Differential Privacy

https://towardsdatascience.com/understanding-differential-privacy-85ce191e198a An Nguyen

Kobbi Nissim, et al. Differential Privacy: A Primer for a Non-technical Audience. February 14, 2018.

https://towardsdatascience.com/understanding-differential-privacy-85ce191e198a
https://privacytools.seas.harvard.edu/files/privacytools/files/pedagogical-document-dp_new.pdf


Randomized Response
Tail – Question A

Heads – Question B

A: Have you used marijuana in the last month?

B: Is your mother’s birthday in June?



R to all

Yes 20%

No 80%

100%



R to all Est. Response 

born in June

Yes 20% 4%

No 80% 46%

100% 50%



R to all Est. Response 

born in June

Inferred to target 

marijuana

Marijuana in 

pop. %

Yes 20% 4% 16% 32%

No 80% 46% 34% 68%

100% 50% 50% 100%



In this talk

1. Four consequences for social scientists

2. Differential use of differential privacy – 3 data usage cases

3. Privacy as a social issue and the question if DP can solve that



4 Consequences of 
Differential Privacy for Social Scientists



1. Differential privacy, through 
randomization of the data, 
sometimes creates bias in 
estimates of relationships 

Social scientists will need to routinely 
employ measurement error corrections 
to obtain unbiased estimates. 



2. Differential privacy adds layer of non-
sampling error. 

Social scientists will need to 
drastically increase the 
number of people in their 
samples to achieve both 
privacy and acceptably 
powerful tests of their 
theories. Kreuter, Valliant (2007), PISA Test scores means and confidence intervals with and 

without complex sample design



3. Researchers that study small groups may 
find their current methods no longer 
sufficient.

Social scientists in 
these fields will likely 
require new research 
designs with increased 
costs.

Mail: $50 per case

Phone: $250 per case

Face-to-face: $1,000 per case



4. to release data for 
general usage with 
differential privacy 
guarantees, the party that 
releases the data must 
weigh the privacy 
requirements against the 
foreseen usage of the data. 

Social scientists will have to 
explicitly limit the type, scope, 
and/or number of questions they 
ask of any given dataset, ahead of 
time. 



If implemented widely …

 Differential Privacy will substantially transform social science. 
 Researchers will need to use more complex statistical methods 

to account for nonsampling errors in their data; 
 they will often need to drastically increase their sample sizes; 
 they will have to explicitly limit the scope and complexity of 

their research questions to some extent; and 
 they will sometimes need to target their data collection much 

more precisely to their questions. 



Good or Bad?
Though privacy protections provide a benefit to the data subjects, they may be 
detrimental to the researcher without additional funding, since increasing 
sample sizes may be expensive.

They will inherently limit what can be learned from Census data, since there 
the sample size can’t be increased. 

And they might limit the types of research questions that can be answered. 



However …

At its heart, differential privacy is about limiting the sensitivity of 
one’s conclusions to the presence or absence of any one person 
in the analysis. 

In this sense, it serves simply as a reminder of the importance of 
robustness (Dwork et al., 2015). 

When using robust methods to analyze data, we already limit 
the effect an individual observation can have on the result.



3 Types of Data Use



Sample Surveys – publicly funded

Usually available publicly at no cost, 
for example, with well-known 
publicly funded studies such as the 
European Social Survey or World 
Values Survey. 

For this type of data, differential 
privacy can only hurt, since there is 
no evidence of privacy risks and 
therefore no known benefit from 
implementing privacy guarantees. 



Confidential Microdata via Enclaves
Example: Administrative Records

Trusted researchers can access the data in 
a secure computing environment after 
passing an often impressive number of 
hurdles, including binding agreements to 
honor the participants’ confidentiality. 
Such agreements can include disclosure 
protections such as differential privacy 
guarantees. 

Differential privacy can therefore be 
beneficial here, but only if it happens 
while also preserving the integrity of the 
data enclave approach. This approach 
requires additional funding.



Interactions with platforms and devices
Content: geolocations, 
purchases, ad viewing, clicking, 
etc. 

Raw data - out of researchers’ 
reach. By applying the 
principles of differential privacy, 
much of the useful social-
scientific information in them 
can be rescued. 

Social Science One is exploring 
applying the principles of 
differential privacy to allow 
researchers access to Facebook 
data.



Privacy a Social Issue



data



Coutts & Jann [2011, SMR]
Randomized Response Techniques are problematic because of
- limited trust
- high variance due to false negative tendency (especially for more sensitive questions)

Kirchner [2015]
No improvement of reporting accuracy with RRT compared to direct questioning (using 
administrative data for benchmark validation)

Caution shared by others [e.g. Holbrook and Krosnik 2010; Coutts et al. 2011; Wolter and 
Preisendoerfer 2013; Hoeglinger, Jann, and Diekmann 2014] though not all [e.g. Blair, 
Imai, Zhou 2015]



Reported Sensitivity of Survey Questions by True State and Mode of Data Collection 
[Kreuter, Presser, Tourangeau 2008, POQ]

Survey of UMD alumni n=1.003 randomized to modes



Reported Believe – Data are Kept Confidential in the Federal Statistical 
System  [Childs, Eggelston, Fobia 2018, BigSurv]

Census data collection via Gallup Tracking Poll



“The estimates will be the same with or 
without you in the data”.



Summary

• DP implemented widely will change social science research
• DP implementation can be useful for specific data types / access
• DP implementation will like not solve the perception problem
• Many open questions
• What if data linkage is desired? 

• What if missing or misreports were intended answers?

• How can we get designed unbiased estimates for complex samples?

• How do we deal with hierarchies (household estimates/longitudinal data)?


